
No more 

than 7 
minutes 

 

DAILY LESSON PLAN 

G2-Unit 19 lesson 1 
Lesson Title: The `Isha’ Salah Date: Number of Students: 

 

 

Warm up Activity: 
There are a number of suggestions that are supposed to be a good prologue:    Another suggestion: 

The teacher can start the lesson 

with a revision for: 

The song of Wudu. 

The song for the number of Rak`aat for each 

prayer. 

The Adhkaar of the Salah. 

This will help the students to memorize them 

fluently and use them in the prayer. 

The revision can be done by the whole class or by 

dividing the students into groups. 

 The teacher can start the lesson with a story 

of 2 boys. Ahmad, has a good link with the 

king of his country; while Tarek did not 

care about the king and had a very bad 

relation with him. Ahmad visits the king 5 

times per day: he has breakfast with him, 

lunch, afternoon sweets, dinner, and milk 

and fruits before he goes to bed. While 

Tarek does not visit the king at all. After the 

story, the teacher can ask the students: if 

Ahmad needs something and asks the king 

for it, will the king give him what he needs? 

The answer will be yes. What about Tarek? 

The answer will be no. 

 

Objectives Procedures 
Tim

e 

Teaching Strategies 
&Audiovisuals 

Evaluation 

By the end of the lesson the student 

should be able to: 

 

    

1. identify the importance of the 

Salah, as a link with Allah. 

 

By the preparatory activity. 

 

5 

min. Warm up activity 

Discussion 

Questions 

 



Objectives Procedures 
Tim

e 

Teaching Strategies 
&Audiovisuals 

Evaluation 

2. enumurate the benefits of 

Salah. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The teacher can give the students cups of milk 

to drink in the class, and have some fun and 

then ask them to participate in the following 

activity: 

 

She can draw on the board two tables:  

Benefits of milk Benefits of Salah  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

The students will say the benefits and the 

teacher can write on the board. 

 

10 

min. 

Board 

Discussion 
Questions 

3. distinguish the time of the 

Isha’ Salah .. 

By projecting pictures related to the proper time. 5 

min. 

Board  

Projector 

Discussion 

 

Activity 1 in the textbook  

4. recall the number of 

Rak`aat for the Isha’ Salah. 

 

By singing the song: “Allah says …” 

 

5 

min. Song  Questions 

5. perform Salat al-`Isha’. The teacher takes the students to the place of 

prayer in the school to demonstrate salat al-

`Isha’. 

 

15 

min. 
Place of prayer Performing Salah 

 



Homework: 

1. The activities and exercises in Student's Book not covered through the lesson.  

2. Bring a towel and a head cover to perform Wudu'’ and  Salah al-`Isha’ in the school 

during the Salah break. 

 


